Electronic properties of the amino acid side chains contribute to the structural preferences in protein folding.
A database of 118 non-redundant proteins was examined to determine the preferences of amino acids for secondary structures: alpha-helix, beta-strand and coil conformations. To better understand how the physicochemical properties of amino acid side chains might influence protein folding, several new scales have been suggested for quantifying the electronic effects of amino acids. These include the pKa at the amino group, localized effect substituent constants (esigma), and a composite of these two scales (epsilon). Amino acids were also classified into 5 categories on the basis of their electronic properties: O (strong electron donor), U (weak donor), Z (ambivalent), B (weak electron acceptor), and X (strong acceptor). Certain categories of amino acid appeared to be critical for particular conformations, e.g., O and U-type residues for alpha-helix formation. Pairwise analysis of the database according to these categories revealed significant context effects in the structural preferences. In general, the propensity of an amino acid for a particular conformation was related to the electronic features of the side chain. Linear regression analyses revealed that the electronic properties of amino acids contributed about as much to the folding preferences as hydrophobicity, which is a well-established determinant of protein folding. A theoretical model has been proposed to explain how the electronic properties of the side chain groups might influence folding along the peptide backbone.